
 
Amidst dwindling supplies and increasing prices, securing long-term energy 
security remains high on the European agenda.  The development of Iraq’s natural 
resources has a significant role to play in this process argues Ahmed Mousa Jiyad, 
but to overcome uncertainties, the EU must move from rhetoric to action. 
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Abstract and Introduction 
Iraq adopted a big-push and fast pace strategy in an unprecedented manner to open- up 
upstream petroleum before foreign direct investment (FDI), when conducted three bid 
rounds, signed 12 long-term technical service contracts-LTTSCs comprising 14 brown and 
green oilfields, and initialed three LTTSCs for three gas fields. When all fields are fully 
developed as envisaged under these contracts their total production capacity would reach a 
plateau of circa 12 million barrels per day (mbd) and significant volumes of associated and 
free gas, generating substantive influx (trillions) of oil and gas export revenues during a 
duration of 20 (25) years. 
This paper was based on three premises: 1-The big-push development of Iraq’s upstream 
petroleum would, if successful, contributes to security of energy supplies globally and the 
EU particularly. Geographical proximity, availability of needed regional infrastructure and 
the magnitude of petroleum resources could make Iraq significant energy partner for the EU. 
But this represent serious risk for Iraq itself; 2- Many IOCs from EU are already involved in 
Iraqi upstream projects; and 3- Iraq and EU have already sufficient modalities and 
frameworks for energy cooperation.  
Based on the above, the paper addresses briefly the outcomes of the three bidding rounds, as 
they are in all practicality the cornerstones of Iraq’s unprecedented expansion in the upstream 
petroleum sector, with special focus on the contribution of the EU’s IOCs in this endeavor. 
This part also provides assessment of realization of such adopted strategy and identification 
of the possible determinants affecting the outcomes. Part two addresses the role and 
contribution of the EU cooperation in the formulation and implementation of sound and 
integrated energy policy in Iraq, which could make Iraq a secured supplier of petroleum and 
thus contributor to EU’s energy balance. The paper would end with concluding remarks. 
 
The paper would argue that, for multiplicity of factors and circumstances, there could be  
considerable degree of uncertainty, in realizing the stated objectives of Iraq’s ambitious 
petroleum development. But even at half-success, Iraqi petroleum could make significant 
contribution to EU’ security of energy supplies. However, from sustainable national 
development perspectives there are many big question marks about the appropriateness of the 
adopted grandiose expansion approach, and how cooperation with the EU could facilitate 
facing these challenges. What is needed is to move from intentions to actions by effective 
operationalisation of existing modalities, and the EU should be proactive and take the 
initiative in this direction.  
  



I- EU’ IOCs Participation in Iraq’s Upstream Development  
Until recently the officially declared oil proven reserves in Iraq was estimated at 115 billion 
barrels (bbls), but on early October 2010, Iraq re-estimated the reserves upwards to 143 
(bbls).2 According to the oil minster, Shahristani, 71% of Iraq's total oil reserves are located 
in the southern governorates, particularly in Basra. Some 20% of the reserves are in northern 
governorate particularly in Kirkuk, while the remaining 9% are located in central Iraq. The  
 
 
minister said the new reserve figure doesn't include the semi-autonomous region of Kurdistan 
in northern Iraq.3 The ministry will update Iraqi oil reserves on yearly bases from now on, the 
minister said, adding he expects the reserves to increase. 
 
In addition to oil, the country has as well significant gas reserves. The EIA/DoE (US), for 
example, estimates Iraq’s proven gas reserves at 3.1 tcm- trillion cubic meter (112 tcf- trillion 
cubic feet) divided as 71% associated gas (2.2 tcm), 20% non-associated (620 bcm) and 9% 
are dome gas (280 bcm). Geographically,  ~1.0 tcm (34 tcf) in the north and ~2.1 tcm (78 tcf) 
in the south/middle Iraq. Probable reserves are estimated to be 7.8 – 8.5 tcm (275-300 tcf).4 
Between November 2008 and October 2010 the Iraqi ministry of oil-MoO conducted three 
bid rounds, signed 12 long-term technical service contracts-LTTSCs comprising 14 brown 
and green oilfields, and held in October 2010 successful third bid round comprising three gas 
fields, with over 11 trillion cf gas in place, all of them were concluded in one day.  
Total proven reserves of these oilfields mount to 68 billion barrels, representing 59% of 
Iraq’s currently (prior to 4 October 2010) proven reserves. When they are fully developed, as 
contracted, their total production capacity would increase from 1.7 million barrels per day 
(mbd) (end 2009) to reach a plateau of circa 11.7 mbd sustainable for six consecutive years 
2017-22, generating substantive influx (trillions) of oil export revenues during a duration of 
20 (25) years.  
Together with this there would be 820 million cfd from the three gas fields above mentioned 
and significant associated gas, estimated at circa 11 billion cfd, as byproduct of the expanded 
oil production capacity. But if one adds other oil and gas fields in the country the final 
figures would be higher. For the purpose of this paper the focus is on the outcomes of the 
three bid rounds only.     
 
The magnitude of petroleum reserves, geographical proximity, low cost of production and 
relative availability of regional pipelines would make Iraq key source to secure energy 
supplies for Europe.      
Hence, many IOCs from the European Union-EU area have direct involvement in the above 
mentioned massive upstream development. Focusing the attention to the IOCs that are parties 
to the conclude LTTSCs only and by excluding oil service companies, they fall in two 
categories: those belong to (but not necessarily owned by) EU “member States”, such as BP, 
Shell, ENI and Total, and those belong to countries not yet member states but their countries 
do have “special” relation with the EU, such as Statoil (Norway) and TPAO (Turkey). 
 
Assuming complete and timely development of the involved oil and gas fields and smooth 
implementation of the related contracts, the direct involvement of the European based 
companies, in both categories, would be significant.   
 

Table 1: EU’ IOCs Direct Profiles in BR1 & BR2 Oilfields 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source and notes for Table 1: Author’s calculations based on the related Model Contracts; PI: 
participation interest as per related LTTSC; R: PI in the proven reserves in billion barrels (bbls) of 
the related field based on the official reserves data prior to October 2010 revision by MoO; P: PI in 
production at plateau level in million barrels per day (mbd), BR: bid round, RF: Remuneration Fee 
expressed in $/barrel of incremental production post Iraqi Corporate Income Tax-CIT; Rf: R-factor 
at maximum and minimum values.     
 
Table 1 shows the profiles of the European IOCs involvement and standing in the oilfields 
offered for and concluded under the first two bid rounds.   
Based on the concluded contracts, on the aggregate the EU IOCs managed to acquire a 
participation interest of circa 9.77 billion barrels (bbls) in total reserves of oilfields offered 
and concluded under first bid round and ca. 8.85 bbls for the fields of second bid round. A 
total of 18.62 bbls from the two bid rounds represent a participation interest of 27.7% of all 
proven reserves of the oilfields contracted so far.5  
As for oil production envisaged under these contracts the EU IOCs have a participation 
interest of 1.865 (mbd) and 1.265 mbd in the first and second bid rounds respectively, giving 
a total of 3.13 mbd. This represents a participation interest of 28.3% in total production 
capacity and 31.3% in the incremental production capacity of these oilfields.  
The revenues for the IOCs are measured in terms of the Remuneration Fees (RF) for each 
incremental produced barrel of crude oil after deducting 35% as Corporate Income Tax and 
25% as the share of the “State Partner”. The Maximum and minimum remuneration fee paid 
to each IOC are measured according to the value of the R-factor specified in the model 
contracts.6  
Moreover, from this 3.13 mbd there will be a corresponding associated gas participation 
interest estimated at 2.9 billion cubic foot per day (Bcfd). Contractually, the IOCs are entitled 
to the same remuneration fee applicable to oil for the processed gas based on barrel oil 
equivalent- BOE of the related field.7  
  
There are also three free gas fields- Akkas , Mansuriyah and Siba. For these gas fields the EU 
contribution was limited to one company of category two-TAPO, which managed to have 
participation interests in Mansuriyah and Siba, by ca. 1.2 trillion cf of their combined proven 
reserves and 142 mcfd of their peak production.    
 
                           Table2: EU’ IOCs Direct Profiles in Gas Fields BR3  

RF-Post CIT Field/IOC PI 
(%) 

R 
(tcf) 

P 
(mcfd) Max Rf Min Rf 

RF-Post CIT Field/IOC PI 
(%) 

R 
(bbls) 

P 
(mbd) Max Rf Min Rf

Rumaila/BP 38 6.76 1.083 0.494 0.148 
WQ1/Shell 15 1.29 0.353 0.185 0.056 
Zubair/ENI 32.8 1.345 0.361 0.427 0.128 
Missan/TAPO 15 0.375 0.068 0.168 0.050 
Total BR1 xx 9.770 1.865 xx xx 
Majnoon/Shell 45 5.661 0.810 0.407 0.081 
Halfaya/TOTAL 18.75 0.768 0.100 0.171 0.034 
WQ2/Statoil 18.8 2.414 0.338 0.14 0.028 
Badra/TAPO 7.5 0.011 0.017 0.228 0.054 
Total-BR2 xx 8.854 1.265 xx xx 
Grand Total xx 18.624 3.13 xx xx 



Mansuriyah/TAPO   35 1.155 112 1.706 0.512 
Siba/TAPO 30 0.030 30 1.463 0.439 
Total BR3 xx 1.185 142 xx xx 

          Source and notes for Table 1: Author’s calculations based on the related Model Contracts; PI: 
participation interest as per related LTTSC; R: PI in the proven reserves in trillion (cf) of the related field based 
on the official reserves provided by MoO prior to the biding date; P: PI in production at plateau level in (mcfd),  
RF: Remuneration Fee expressed in $/barrel of oil equivalent post Iraqi Corporate Income Tax-CIT; Rf: R-
factor at maximum and minimum values.     
 
The above analyses represent the best-case scenario, which assumes full implementation of 
all oil concluded contracts, at the envisaged timeframe and attain the stated production 
targets. In such a case annual production profiles over the 20 years period of these contracts 
would look as in the following chart l. 
 

Chart 1: Progression of Contracted Oil Production (2010-2029), Mbd 
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Source and notes on Chart 2: Author’s estimation based on the related contracts. TP: Total annual Production 
during. BFTP: Brown fields annual production. GFTP: Green fields annual production. Mbd: annual production 
in million barrels per day.  
 
Combining oil production from both groups of brown (BFTP) and green (GFTP) oilfields, 
annual total production (TP) would increase from approximately 1.7 mbd at end 2009 to 
reach a production capacity at plateau level of 11.8 mbd. According to the contracts this level 
of plateau production would be maintained for the period 2017-22 before begins the 
declining trend reaching a level of 9.367mbd at the end of the contracts period 2029.  
 
However, reality and expectations seldom coincide. 
Many cast doubt on the feasibility of the pursuit production targets even if the country was 
able to overcome all difficulties and was successful in installing the declared capacity. In 
upstream petroleum installed capacity is one thing, its optimum utilisation is another.   
The contracted production plateau targets-PPTs were actually outcomes of biding 
process itself more than planed soundly and thoroughly, since the scoring point was 
based on two biding parameters: production target and remuneration fee.  
This is evident by the following comparisons: while MoO expected a minimum of 
5.2 mbd from the two bid rounds, the outcome was 11.6 mbd. In fact the outcome of 



the first bid round of 6.8mbd was even higher than what the ministry had hoped for 
the two bid rounds.  
 
Most of the oilfields would not tolerate the contracted PPP/Ts. Many of such fields 
would be depleted even before the end of the original 20 years contract period if no 
serious enhancement in the recovery factor took place that would augment the 
proven reserves of the related oilfields. MoO produced new upward reserves 
estimates, though in a questionable way, to overshadow this issue. The following 
Chart 2 demonstrate that WQ1, Zubair and Garraf oilfields would be depleted well 
before their contract period, Missan group (of three oilfields) would be depleted on 
or short before its contract period, while the remaining oilfields could suffer over 
90% deletion. 

Chart 2: Depletion Profile of Contracted Oilfields        
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Source and notes on Chart 2: Author’s estimation based on the related contracts. TP: Total 
accumulated Production during 2010-2029. CPR: Current Proven Reserves (at end 2009) 
 
 
Contractually, there is a highly probable “dilemma or catch 22” situation caused by 
built-in contractual hurdle as the contract was incoherent at base, generating 
incompatibility between the contracted PPT and the obligations under Best 
International Petroleum Industry Practices-BIPIP. Adherence to contractual 
obligations with regards to PPT could inflicts damages to the field, thus infringes on 
BIPIP and the IOC would be accused of gross negligence and this liable for 
damages. On the other hand, if the IOC adheres to BIPIP it might not be able to 
attain the PPT at the specified time and duration, thus would be subjected to 
performance factor penalty.   
Unless substantial enhancement of the proven reserves is taken place to support 
these PPTs, both contracted parties could be compelled eventually to revise PPTs 
downwards giving longer plateau period. But this has contractual implications on 
the duration of the contract itself, and thus requires negotiation and contracts 
amendments.     
 
Timing, durations and sequencing are ignored and this might create congestion and 
bunching problems. There are no convincing explanation, compelling reasons or 



strong arguments to have, for example, all brown oilfields having similar durations 
for rehabilitation, re-development and plateau periods. Or having 2010 as the 
commencement year for all 11 contracts comprising 13 oilfields offered under the 
two bid rounds. This becomes even more puzzling when comparing these PPTs with 
related sectoral or macroeconomic indicators.  
The Council of Ministers approved the National Development Plan 2010-14 in 
April 2010. NDP adopted production targets for both oil and gas that are much 
lower than the levels envisaged by the oil and gas (associated and free) contracts 
concluded so far. This sheds doubts on harmony and coherence of the planning 
process in the country to insure sustainable development efforts on the macro level.   
Moreover, the combined PPTs of the concluded contracts almost double the oil 
production target of the ministry’s 10 years plan for the entire country.  
 
In addition to the above there are formidable constraints, but due to space limitation, 
they are grouped here in the following ten categories: 
1- Legal (the legal governing frameworks: the constitution, FOGL, MoO, INOC, 
provincial law/KRG etc);  
2- Institutional (who do what under which authority); 
3- Human resource (sever brain drain; de facto and de jure de-capacitating; lack of 
human resource development at critical levels, etc);   
4- Logistical (sector specific) and infrastructure determinants: pipelines, export 
terminals, tanks-farms, treatment plants, power supplies, etc; 
5- Structural (Macroeconomics: Absorptive capacity limitations, Dutch disease 
consequences and resource curse attacks);  
6- Socio-Political (domestic politics, especially forming the government and the 
relationship between the executive and legislative branches, governance & 
transparency, Corporate Social Responsibility-CSR ); 
7-Geopolitical / regional relationships; 
8- International determinants (Demand on oil, call on OPEC oil and OPEC quota); 
9- Security conditions especially regarding pipeline roots; 
10- Oilfields specifics (enhance recovery factors, prudent reservoir management, 
management and coordination of common facilities: water injection, pipelines, 
export terminals, etc);  
 
A two-day symposium was held in Baghdad (17/18 July 2010) but most emphases 
focused on logistical and operational difficulties-visas, bureaucracy, ports and 
roads, etc.   
But on the other hand senior officials at MoO are optimistic though they 
acknowledge the scale and diversity of difficulties and bottlenecks. However, they 
put too much emphasis on the coordination modalities to face such hurdles. 
Specifically, there are three levels of coordinating efforts: the Joint Management 
Committees on the project/field level; the “senior supervisory committee” on the 
ministry level, and a “ministerial committee” on inter-ministerial level.8 The first 
two levels include representatives of the involved contractors/IOCs. The purpose of 
these coordinating efforts is to make the implementation of the contracts as smooth 
as possible. 
It remains to be seen whether these coordination modalities are good enough to 
overcome the spectrum of difficulties above mentioned, and since the development 
endeavor is in its first year, it is rather too early to tell.  
 



Nevertheless, and considering the above all consulted international industry sources 
unanimously agree that Iraq would not be able to achieve its stated objectives at the 
specified pace, time frame and production targets. The most optimistic among these 
sources suggest Iraq could, at best, achieve half such production level.9   
 
I would argue that even at “half-target” success, Iraq would make significant contribution to 
security of energy supplies to Europe, and would also generates huge influx of foreign 
exchange to the country.    
Therefore, Iraqi decision makers should start from now serious professional dialogue to 
explore all possible situations and the needed feasible policies to protect from and mitigate 
their highly probable effects. But this entails having sound national energy policy and plan 
commensurate with the sustainable development of the country at large. To do so Iraq could 
utilize international facilities and engage its partners for that purpose, as discussed below.      
 
II- Iraq-EU Cooperation in Energy Matters    
Three major modalities of international cooperation in the field of energy are currently 
available: Multilateral, bilateral and public/official-private levels. The focus here is on the 
multilateral level where Iraq on one side and the EU (representing the member states 
collectively) on the other.10  
Though the cooperation between Iraq and the EU in the field of energy is part and parcel of 
the general cooperation, energy sector has its own section within the International Compact 
with Iraq-ICI and its own framework namely the MoU on Strategic Partnership in Energy-
MoU/SPE.11  
 
As early as 2004 the EU issued a Joint Policy entitled, “The EU and Iraq: a Framework for 
Engagement”, with the objective of achieving “the development of a secure, stable and 
democratic Iraq.”  
On March 2009, the European Commission and Iraq signed Financing Agreement on 
Technical Assistance to Iraqi Institutions. This Agreement aims to “establishing a modern 
Iraqi administration based on the principles of democracy, good governance and 
accountability.” 
Between November 2006 and November 2009 Iraq and the EU negotiated and concluded 
Partnership and Cooperation Agreement-PCA.12 The PCA will the overarching framework 
constitute the legal basis for cooperation, and it’s ratification by both parties is expected in 
2010, or possibly next year for Iraq. 
The MoU/SPE, which was concluded in Baghdad on January 2010, reflects strategic EU 
policy guidelines aiming at diversifying energy supply to the EU, taking into account the 
possible role of Iraq as a natural gas supplier for the Southern Corridor and Iraq could 
become an energy bridge between the Middle East, the east Mediterranean and the EU.13 
Finally, the first ever Joint Strategy Paper for Iraq- JSP is a medium-term planning covering 
2011-2013. The “Concept Note” presents an outline of JSP main guidelines, and the general 
focus of EU support is on helping Iraq to better use its own resources, through capacity 
building activities.  
 
Since the MoU/SPE is the most direct instrument relating to our subject matter it is worth 
highlighting its main components as follows: 
1- Formulate comprehensive and integrated energy policy and modernize the electricity 
sector for Iraq, preparing an updated Iraqi gas development program and implementing 
measures aiming to reduce gas flaring; and draw "energy action program covering the period 
2010-15" for their implementation;  



2- Specific cooperation measures to enhance energy trade, including exports of surplus Iraqi 
natural gas, between the two parties with the involvement of the EU Member States and the 
private sector;  
3- Prepare a plan of action for the development of renewable energy in Iraq, in particular 
solar and wind energy resources;  
4-Cooperate on technological, scientific and industrial energy issues and promote training 
and education of young professionals; 
5-Establish a joint energy working group to explore possibilities and modalities for the 
implementation of the priorities for cooperation set out in this MoU/SPE.       
 
What should be stated though is MoU/SPE “records political intent alone and provides for no 
legal commitment.” However, the components of this MoU/SPE “may be considered for 
possible future discussions concerning further energy cooperation in the context of the 
implementation of the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement.” 
Thus, it is important to ratify the PCA by both parties as soon as possible, and translates its 
components into workable mechanisms. And assuming that the principles of the MoU/SPE 
are incorporated in the PCA, and are fully and effectively implemented they would 
undoubtedly make valuable contribution to energy matters for both parties. 
In the following space I will address briefly the first two components of the MoU/SPE since 
the remaining components are incorporate in them.  
 
Energy Sector Plan 
The need to have, call it what you will, “national”, “master”, “integrated” or “strategic” 
energy plan has been emphasized before, but what was adopted were fragmented plans for oil 
sector and electricity generation. Moreover, the big-push strategy in upstream petroleum 
development would, by the scale of targeted production, make former plans obsolete, and the 
fact that more than 80% of electricity generation in the country is oil-dependent (gas, heavy 
fuel oil, crude oil, and gasoil /diesel) makes it imperative to have an integrated energy plan 
for the country as soon as possible.      
Ministry of Electricity-MoE prepared- with the help of UNDP14, World Bank and others- and 
adopted Electricity Network “Master Plan” 2006-15, stating that the success of delivering its 
targets depends, among other essentials, on the availability oil inputs.15  
On its part, MoO also adopted its 10 years plan 2009-19 in two phases/ or two five years 
plans according to which, by 2019, total oil production would be 6 mbd and associated gas 
would be 5600 mcfd. 
MoE failed to deliver its promises and the shortage of power becomes more acute by the day. 
And the contracts resulting from the three bid rounds would make oil and gas production 
surpass by far what the MoO had planned earlier.        
It should be mentioned at this juncture that the Iraqi National Development Plan/NDP 2010-
14, which was approved by the Cabinet in April 2010, makes no reference to national or 
master “Energy Plan/Strategy” in its section six. Moreover, NDP adopted oil and gas levels 
that are much lower than those envisaged under the concluded contracts for oil and gas field 
development projects. Obviously, this indicates to inconsistency and lack of harmony 
between sectoral and macroeconomics planning.     
 
Under the International Compact with Iraq-ICI, Iraq was committed to having “Energy 
Master Plan” by 2008 as “Apriority Action” and to prioritize natural gas development within 
it. For ICI, energy comprises oil, gas and electricity.16  



Also the MoU/SPE calls, as mentioned above, for “integrated energy policy”, modernize the 
electricity sector, and draw "energy action programme covering the period 2010-15" for that 
purpose.    
In March 2010 (two months after he signed the MoU/SPE) the Minister of Oil reportedly 
said, a major international consulting firm will be selected, in April, to design a "master plan" 
for the development of the energy sector, which combines petroleum (oil and gas) and 
electricity sectors.17 The World Bank finances this “national energy strategy”, and the 
follow-up of the international consulting firm and the formulation of the energy master plan 
has been handled by the advisory board of the PM's office, headed by Thamir Ghadhban, 
who said, on 20 October, the energy master plan would be announced in the “coming 
months”.18 Incidentally and almost a month earlier the Turkish Energy Minister Taner Yildiz 
told IOR that, “Iraq will complete a master plan in 2 months”.19  
 
Considering the above, having such national energy plan is long overdue, and remains 
important and timely to clear the ambiguity surrounding the country’s energy policy and /or 
plans especially after the massive undertakings resulting from the three bid rounds mentioned 
above. Moreover, MoE has currently put on offer 13 power generation plans with a total 
capacity of 8, 540 MW- 9 of them with 5,790MW would be executed under Engeneering, 
Procurement and Construction (EPC) contracts, and the remaining 4 are gas-fired plants with 
combined capacity of 2,750 MW are among the Independent Power Project (IPP) 
programme, and wouold be implemented under 25-year build-own-operate contracts.20   
 
Reducing associated gas flaring to the absolute minimum, and strengthening effective linkage 
to maximize power generation should be priority areas. In formulating such a master plan 
there should be good coordination between Iraq and its partners within ICI, the World Bank, 
UNDP and the MoU/SPE & PCA since all could be involved in or make contribution to such 
national energy plan. It is vital, therefore, to incorporate and harmonize the components of 
the MoU/ SPE and PCA as soon as possible.  
For this purpose there should be an Iraqi technical team comprising known professionals in 
oil, gas and electricity to involve actively in the formulation, monitoring and implementation 
of the master energy plan, and have such plan put for public debate among the community of 
experienced professionals. Once done, the “energy plan” has to be incorporated properly in 
current NDP.    
 
The pipelines option to enhance energy trade with the EU 
MoU/SPE emphasises enhancing energy trade and makes specific reference to gas and the 
Euro-Arab Mashreq Gas Market/ Forum. Hence, gas pipeline option is or could be a priority 
area in this respect if one takes into consideration the significant volume of associated gas 
resulting from the expansion of oil contracts and the free gas from the three gas fields 
referred to earlier.  
 
For strategic as well as operational reasons Iraq is bound to relay on pipeline options for oil 
and gas exports through its neighboring countries, namely Saudi Arabia, Syria and Turkey, in 
addition to the export terminals-BOT and KOT- on the Arabian Gulf. Among government’s 
planned projects are the construction of two new “mega-pipelines”, and Iraq’s Council of 
Ministers has approved a “grand master plan” to build out the country’s pipeline network. 
This aims to lay pipelines to Syria and connect oilfields and the port of Basra in southern Iraq 
to the pipeline network in the country’s north.21  
 



Though Iraq did not have specific plan for activating the oil pipeline across Saudi Arabia-
IPSA22, recent reports raised a possibility for possible re-utilisation of IPSA once again.23   
In addition to oil pipelines Iraq could provide surplus gas to the EU by gas pipelines, through 
two possible routes: Syria and /or Turkey.      
Iraq and Turkey have renewed, in October 2010, the agreement for Kirkuk-Ceyhan oil 
pipeline for another 15 years.24 Furthermore, the Turkish side talks about gas pipeline 
running from Iraq to Turkey, but nothing from the Iraqi side makes specific reference to this 
proposal. 
 
Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki said on 20 October 2010 after meeting the Egyptian 
President Hosni Mubarak Iraq is considering linking up to the Arab Gas Pipeline running 
from Egypt through other Arab states as a way to export its gas.25 That was to consolidate the 
MoU between Iraq and Syria concluded in September same year covering two oil and one 
gas pipelines through Syria.   
The plan is to have a crude pipeline with capacity of 1.5 mbd to carry heavy crude and 
another one of 1.25 mbd to carry lighter crude. The crude lines would both originate from 
Basrah -- the heavy oil pipeline collects crude from southern fields such as Majnoon and 
Halfaya then heads northwards to gather crude from Badra, East Baghdad and receives crude 
coming down from Najma and Qayara oilfields in Naynawa Province before heading 
westward to Syria.26 The two oil pipelines, if completed as planed, they would theoretically 
have 67 percent more capacity than the existing Kirkuk-Ceyhan pipeline (which has a 
capacity of 1.65 mbd, but carries on average about 0.450 mbd.)   
The gas pipeline would serve two functions: supply the gas turbines that power the two crude 
pipelines and deliver surplus gas to Syria and beyond, depending on the magnitude of surplus 
gas.  
This gas pipeline would, eventually, provide gas to the Arab Gas Pipeline-AGP27, and thus 
Iraq becomes part of the Euro-Arab Mashreq Gas Market Forum/Centre- EAMGMF/C, 
which is supported by the EU.28  
Also Iraq has the option of exporting excess gas to Europe through Turkey via Nabucco. This 
pipeline was planed to transport up to 31 billion cubic metres (bcm) of gas per year from 
Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan and Iraq to an Austrian hub via Turkey and Eastern Europe. As on 
August 2010, Nabucco management approved engineering work for feeder line from Turkey 
to Iraq, in anticpation of having the first gas from Iraq, 10 bcm in 2015.   
However, one of the Nabucco's shareholders, Germany's RWE, (other partners are Hungary's 
MOL, Romania's Transgaz , Bulgaria's Bulgargaz, Turkey's Botas, and Austria's OMV), 
made statement, on KRG website, indicating that they have concluded an agreement with the 
KRG to supply gas for Nabucco. Such statement provoked MoO to issue official statement 
saying any commitments made other than the MoO to export gas via Nabucco pipeline are 
invalid and illegal.29 Obviously, Nabucco prospect with Iraq has rough start with serious and 
complex political hurdle.  
 
In the absence of solid and long term commitments for gas deliveries, the economics of gas 
export pipeline becomes, for Iraq, very doubtful, especially with the forecasted gas glut in the 
coming ten years. Moreover, the proposal by the Iraqi authorities to build the gas pipelines 
through Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT)30 approach would add additional uncertainty for 
foreign investor(s) unless Iraq guarantees a long term sufficient gas for export, plus having in 
place clear gas pricing formula. However, the declared policy is to give priority, and 
correctly so, for domestic requirements for power generation and other gas based industries, 
which makes export option as residual. Such a possibility acts as disincentive for foreign 
investors. The gas fields’ contracts, like previous oil fields contracts, are built on take-or- pay 



(TOP) principle, which put the risk totally on the Iraqi side. Hence, BOT modality could 
eventually turns out to be TOP, and thus augment the risk, on Iraq, even further. Moreover, 
there is local resistance against gas exports especially in the Anbar province, where Akkas 
gas field is located, making the contrasting priorities of domestic vs., export somewhat 
difficult.31  
In addition to the above the prospect of Nabucco itself is surrounded also with serious 
uncertainties. Nabucco is rival to the South Stream pipeline of Gazprom and ENI, and the 
two pipelines have similar timeframes for beginning and completion. Industry reports from 
and on both projects are not conclusive and this leaves Nabucco prospect vs., South Stream 
in limbo, making it even more difficult for Iraq to take firm position in favour of Nabucco.  
 
But on the other hand and considering Nabucco complexities, Iraq could utilise AGP. The 
new gas discoveries offshore Lebanon (and Cyrus) could feed AGP with extra gas, and with 
surplus gas from Iraq the planned extension of AGP towards the port of Ceyhan becomes 
more feasible. The AGP option could be beneficial to Iraq in many aspects:  

1- Iraq (and Turkey), which are observers, become full members in EAMGMF/C, which 
is supported by the EU, benefits from the logistical advantages of such membership, 
and this positive externalities could improve the economics of the Iraqi section of the 
pipeline;32  

2- Unlike Nabucco when Iraq could be on one side and the Nabucco partners on the 
other, Iraq within EAMGMF/C would not be alone, and this has its advantages in 
negotiating, as gas suppliers, the terms and conditions of gas deliveries to the 
European partners;  

3- The AGP route is, from location and distance considerations, less vulnerable to 
attacks especially from PKK in Turkey, compared with Nabucco; 

4- From geopolitical perspectives, AGP has greater regional integration perspectives and 
value than Nabucco, and this could reduce the vulnerability of the gas pipeline to ups 
and downs of the bilateral political relations, especially between Iraq and Syria. In 
domestic politics, Nabucco has more controversy in the relation between the federal 
authorities and KRG33;  

5- Moreover, IOCs oppose Nabucco, namely Gazprom and ENI, have strong presence in 
Iraq (in Badra and Zubair oilfields respectively) while those supportive to Nabucco 
have none. This could make the pendulum tilts even more against Nabucco.  

 
III- Concluding remarks 
According to the recently announced draft of EU Energy Strategy 2020, “EU will sign 
energy framework agreements with key suppliers,.., to diversify supply sources and routes”.34 
Iraq stands among the key suppliers of oil and gas for Europe. However, there is good deal of 
uncertainty with regards to the magnitude and the timeframe of possible oil and gas supplies 
from the country.  
Moreover, it is vital to activate the existing cooperation frameworks, and if need be conclude 
new agreements with the EU to help Iraq developed its upstream petroleum.  
For Iraq the priority areas for such cooperation are:  

1- Put an end to associated gas flaring;  
2- Formulate and implement sound national energy policy;  
3- Assist in selecting most optimum gas-export pipeline option; and  
4- Institutional and human capacity development in the fields of energy. 

And since energy security is of strategic importance for the EU, Iraq, as from 2010, will fall 
under and benefit from the newly extended Instrument for Cooperation with Industrialised 
Countries (‘ICI+’)35.   



A speedy ratification by the Iraqi Parliament of the MoU/SPE and PCA should have a 
priority since both instruments fall under the prerogatives of the Parliament. The EU, on its 
part, should be more proactive and take the initiatives to help Iraq becoming a reliable 
contributor in securing energy supplies for Europe by moving from declared intentions to 
target-oriented actions.  
This is particularly timely now since Iraq is in the process of developing the national energy 
master/strategic energy plan. It is better for the EU (and for Iraq) to get involve and be active 
partner in drafting and formulation this plan, than recipient of its final version.    
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